Abstract
hard-and-fast definitions.)
Much of applied econometrics is concerned with detecting and summariz-107 ing relationships in the data. The most common tool used to for summariza-108 tion is (linear) regression analysis. As we shall see, machine learning offers 109 a set of tools that can usefully summarize more complex relationships in the 110 data. We will focus on these regression-like tools since those are the most 111 natural for economic applications.
112
In the most general formulation of a statistical prediction problem, we 113 are interested in understanding the conditional distribution of some variable 114 y given some other variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x P ). If we want a point prediction 115 we could use the mean or median of the conditional distribution.
116
In machine learning, the x-variables are usually called "predictors" or 
124
We typically have some observed data on y and x and we want to compute 3. Fit your model using the k − 1 subsets other than subset s. 
205
Consider the simple example shown in Figure ? ?, where we are trying to 206 predict survivors of the Titanic using just two variables, age and which class 207 of travel the passenger purchased.
208
Here is a set of rules that can be read off of this tree (more of a bush, 209 really):
210
• class 3: predict died (370 out of 501)
211
• class 1 or 2 and younger than 16: predict lived (34 out of 36)
212
• class 2 or 3 and older than 16: predict died (145 out of 233)
213
• class 1, older than 16: predict lived: (174 out of 276)
214
The rules fit the data reasonably well, misclassifying about 30% of the 215 observations in the testing set. This classification can also be depicted in the "partition plot" shown in 217 Figure ? ? which shows how the tree divides up the space of (age, class) data and create a tree that relates survival to age. In this case, the rule 228 generated by the tree is very simple: predict "survive" if age < 8.5 years.
229
We can examine the same data with a logistic regression to estimate the 230 probability of survival as a function of age: 
234
The tree model suggests that age is an important predictor of survival impor- is not so much age, but whether the passenger was a child or a senior. It
240
would be difficult to discover this fact from a logistic regression alone.
241
Trees also handle missing data well. ? examined several standard data 242 sets and found that "logistic regression is better for smaller data sets and 
Pruning trees 251
One problem with trees is that they tend to overfit the data. The most widely-used solution to this problem is to "prune" the tree by imposing some 253 complexity cost for having too many branches. This penalty for complexity 254 is a form of regularization, which was mentioned earlier.
255
So, a typical tree estimation session might involve dividing your data 256 into 10 folds, using 9 of the folds to grow a tree with a particular complexity, An example for the Titanic data is shown in Figure ? ?. Google Scholar as of July 2013.
286
Here I examine this question using the tree-based estimators described in There are several useful ways to improve classifier performance. Interestingly 307 enough, the some of these methods work by adding randomness to the data.
308
This seems paradoxical at first, but adding randomness turns out to be a 309 helpful way of dealing with the overfitting problem.
310
Bootstrap involves choosing (with replacement) a sample of size n from a 311 data set of size n to estimate the sampling distribution of some statistic. It is also possible to combine these techniques and create a "forest" of 325 trees that can often significantly improve on single-tree methods. Here is a 326 rough description of how such "random forests" work.
327
Random forests refers to a technique that uses multiple trees. A typical 328 procedure uses the follow steps. 
345
One defect of random forests is that they are a bit of a black box-346 they don't offer simple summaries of the data. However, they can be used 347 to determine which variables are "important" in predictions in the sense of 348 contributing the biggest improvements in prediction accuracy.
349
Note that random forests involves quite a bit of randomization; if you 350 want to try them out on some data, I strongly suggest choosing a particular 351 seed for the random number generator so that your results can be reproduced.
352
I ran the random forest method on the HDMA data and found that it 
Lasso and friends
Here we consider a class of estimators that involves penalized regression.
366
Consider a standard multivariate regression model where we predict y t as a 367 linear function of a constant, b 0 , and P predictor variables. We suppose that
368
we have standardized all the (non-constant) predictors so they have mean 369 zero and variance one.
370
Consider choosing the coefficients (b 1 , . . . , b P ) for these predictor variables by minimizing the sum of squared residuals plus a penalty term of the form
This estimation method is called elastic net regression; it contains three other prior distribution for the regression coefficient associated with that variable.
393
For example, we might use a Normal prior with mean 0 and a large variance.
394
These two priors are the source of the method's name: the "spike" is the 395 probability of a coefficient being non-zero; the "slab" is the (diffuse) prior
396
describing the values that the coefficient can take on.
397
Now we take a draw of γ from its prior distribution, which will just 
405
We end up with a short-term predictive power for various economic metrics.
443
The challenge is that there are billions of queries so it is hard to determine 444 exactly which queries are the most predictive for a particular purpose. Google
445
Trends classifies the queries into categories, which helps a little, but even then
446
we have hundreds of categories as possible predictors so that overfitting and 447 spurious correlation are a serious concern. BSTS is designed to address these 448 issues. We offer a very brief description here; more details are available in
449
??.
450
Consider a classic time series model with constant level, linear time trend,
451
and regressor components:
452
• y t = µ + bt + βx t + e t .
453
The "local linear trend" is a stochastic generalization of this model where 454 the level and time trend can vary through time.
455
• Observation: y t = µ t + z t + e 1t = level + regression
456
• State 1: µ t = µ t−1 + b t−1 + e 2t = random walk + trend
457
• State 2: z t = βx t = regression propriate. The parameters to estimate are the regression coefficients β and 461 the variances of (e it ) for i = 1, . . . , 3. We can then use these estimates to 462 construct the optimal Kalman forecast.
463
For the regression we use the spike-and-slab variable choice mechanism we could average over these draws, which is essentially a form of Bayesian 471 model averaging.
472
As an example, consider the non-seasonally adjusted housing data (HSN1FNSA) high crime, but that does not imply that increasing the number of police in 500 a precinct would increase crime.
501
The machine learning models we have described so far have been entirely 502 about prediction. If our data was generated by policymakers who assigned and crime rates could be highly predictive within sample, but not useful in predicting the causal impact of explicitly assigning additional police to a 506 precinct.
507
To enlarge on this point, let us consider an experiment (natural or de-508 signed) that attempts to estimate the impact of some policy, such as adding 509 police to neighborhoods. There are two critical questions.
510
• Which neighborhoods will receive additional police in the experiment 511 and policy implementation and how will this be determined? Possible 
518
• What will be the impact of these additional police in both the ex- issues to focus on and answers to common questions."
